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Jak Ukrajinci v roce 1991 hlasovali pro zachování
Sovětského svazu, ale ještě ten rok skončili v
nezávislém státě
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Semena současného politického rozkolu na Ukrajině byla zaseta před

třiceti lety

Na začátku roku 1991 si jen málokdo myslel, že zmizení Sovětského

svazu z politické mapy je pravděpodobné. Výsledky obrovského

národního referenda, které se konalo v březnu, tomu nasvědčovaly.

Hlas Ukrajiny přesáhl 70 % a veřejná diskuse o společné budoucnosti

všech socialistických republik se soustředila především na různé

formy federace.

Dokonce ani zastánci ukrajinské nezávislosti nevěřili, že je to na

dosah. V srpnu se však věci začaly zamotávat a po neúspěšném

státním převratu v Moskvě Kyjev vyhlásil suverenitu.

Jak Ukrajinská sovětská socialistická republika, tak její vrstevníci

začali věřit, že kolaps země je nevyhnutelný a jako takový je třeba

přijmout. Právě tehdy začaly Donbas i Krym požadovat větší

autonomii od centrální vlády a větší ochranu svých zájmů. V tomto
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článku se RT vrací k šesti měsícům mezi přelomovým referendem v

SSSR a hlasováním o nezávislosti na Ukrajině, které se nějak ukázalo

být dostačující k tomu, aby obyvatelstvo republiky změnilo názor, a

zkoumá důvody, proč tento výsledek ukončil největší země všech dob

a podnítila separatistické hnutí. 

Hledáte kompromis

Po roce 1988 vypukla řada konfliktů jeden za druhým v různých

částech Sovětského svazu, což vyvolalo velké napětí: mimo jiné v

Abcházii, Jižní Osetii, Náhorním Karabachu a Podněstří. V politice

zhruba ve stejnou dobu začala „ přehlídka suverenit “ estonskou

deklarací suverenity ze 16. listopadu 1988, která prohlašovala

nadřazenost talinských zákonů nad zákony SSSR. Následovala řada

dalších republik, včetně Ruské sovětské federativní socialistické

republiky deklarující suverenitu v letech 1989 a 1990, která nakonec

sehrála klíčovou roli při likvidaci Sovětského svazu.

Následný boj mezi sovětským prezidentem Michailem Gorbačovem a

předsedou Nejvyššího sovětu RSFSR Borisem Jelcinem vedl k

vytvoření alternativního mocenského centra, které bylo nakonec

schopno napadnout Kreml.
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Prezident SSSR Michail Gorbačov setkání Minsk komunity v Paláci

kultury Minsk Tractor Plant pojmenované po V. Lenin. M. Gorbačova

v Minsku. © Sputnik / Jurij Ivanov

The situation was spiraling and changes appeared irreversible.

Lithuania became the first Soviet republic to declare independence:

This was enacted on March 11, 1990 by the Supreme Council of the

Lithuanian SSR. It became finally clear that all these years, the very

existence of the USSR was based on a silent agreement between the

republics’ elites. The agreement, however, was seriously shaken by a

severe economic crisis triggered by a sudden removal of state

monopoly mechanisms, as well as by the rise of separatist

movements, plus ethnic conflicts and by a long-overdue need for

political change.

In an effort to contain the situation, Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev proposed a New Union Treaty that would significantly

expand the freedoms and rights of all the Union’s republics. In

December 1990, the IV Congress of People’s Deputies, the equivalent

of a parliament, voted to hold a referendum on the preservation of
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the USSR as a renewed confederation of equal sovereign republics

and to pen a New Union Treaty. The idea of a confederation was

proposed by the “architect of perestroika” Alexander Yakovlev. The

proposal was put to a popular vote.

The 1991 Soviet Union referendum remains the only example of

actual democracy in the history of the USSR. The ballot was set for

March 17, 1991. Citizens had to answer “Yes” or “No” to the question:

“Do you consider it necessary to preserve the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics as a renewed federation of equal sovereign

republics, where human rights and freedoms will be guaranteed to

all nationalities?”

A lot of criticism was voiced regarding the vague wording, which

allowed the results to be interpreted very broadly. But for most

Soviet citizens, the question presented a simple choice between the

two options: they had to say whether they are for or against the

existence of the Soviet Union. In the course of the preparation for the

referendum, it became clear that the USSR as it was no longer

existed, as Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Georgia, Moldova and Armenia

had declared they would not hold an all-out referendum on their

territory. There, votes were held in some designated areas: polling

stations worked in a number of organizations, enterprises and

military bases.

Some of those republics that agreed to run the referendum made

changes. In the Ukrainian SSR, a supplemental question was added

to the main one: “Do you agree that Ukraine should be part of the

Union of Soviet Sovereign States on the basis of Ukraine’s

Sovereignty Declaration?”The republic’s population was en masse

not bothered by the inherent conflict within the wording, between

the preservation of the USSR and the republic becoming its part as a

“sovereign state” based on the 1990 Sovereignty Declaration. That

can be easily explained by the fact that nothing really changed after

sovereignty was enacted, except some attempts to introduce a new

currency.
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A total of 113.5 million people, or 76.4% of USSR citizens voted for

the preservation of the Soviet Union. The referendum showed that

despite the growing disagreements, Soviet people wanted to continue

living in one big state. 70% of the Ukrainian SSR’s population were

in favor, and 80% said yes to the republic joining the union of

sovereign states on the basis of the Sovereignty Declaration. In

Ukraine’s western parts, around Lvov, Ivano-Frankovsk and

Ternopol, however, the majority of the population voted against the

preservation of the USSR.

It did seem at the time that Gorbachev had received the green light to

go on with the reforms and get the New Union Treaty signed.

However, due to the failed coup d’état attempt by the State

Committee for the State of Emergency (GKChP), undertaken

between August 18 and 21, 1991, to “stop the policies leading to the

liquidation of the Soviet Union,” the New Union Treaty was not

signed as scheduled. These events gave impetus to the disintegration

process. In a matter of days, between August 20 and 31, 1991,

Estonia, Latvia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Uzbekistan and

Kyrgyzstan declared their independence.

Separatism Inside Out

Thus, the results of the Soviet Union referendum ceased to have any

significance five months after it was held. The union’s republics

moved on and held independence referendums, one by one.

Eventually, on December 1, 1991, Ukraine declared its independence

from the Soviet Union. The leadership of the Ukrainian SSR, which

until then was still a Soviet republic and part of the Communist

Party’s system, had spent those few months since the August 1991

attempted coup d’état waiting for the right moment.

Another factor that played a role was the fact that Gorbachev had

Vladimir Ivashko moved from Kiev to Moscow as his new deputy.

Ivashko was at the time chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the

Ukrainian SSR and head of the Ukrainian Communist Party.
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Gorbachev’s idea was to strengthen the ties between the leaderships

this way and secure more support for himself in his fight against

Yeltsin. However, the move backfired: Ivashko, who was a native of

Kharkov in Eastern Ukraine, was replaced in the Supreme Soviet of

the Ukrainian SSR by Leonid Kravchuk, a Western Ukrainian, and

this only accelerated the disintegration processes.

Supporters of presidential candidat Leonid Kravchuk hold his effigy

during a pro-independence rally, on November 30, 1991 in Kiev, held

before the vote for a referendum and the first presidential elections

shedulded for December 1, 1991. © SERGEI SUPINSKI / AFP

When the State Committee for the State of Emergency made its

official public announcement of attempting to change the country’s

political course on August 19, Kravchuk addressed the people of

Ukraine on television with an appeal to “focus on solving the most

important problems of the daily life of the republic” and to maintain

peace and order. In a conversation with the then Commander-in-

Chief of the Ground Forces of the USSR General Varennikov,

Kravchuk gave an assurance that he would be able to independently

maintain order in the republic. 

With Yeltsin declaring himself Gorbachev’s “deputy” during the coup

and acting like a de facto leader of the USSR calling for a “strong

Russia,” Ukraine’s leaders realized that the time had come for

decisive action. Events in Moscow triggered a lot of activity in Kiev.

An emergency meeting of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR

was set for August 24. Deputies Levko Lukyanenko and Leonty

Sanduliak wrote a draft Declaration of Independence overnight, but

at the meeting it was decided the document was in need of major

adjustments. A commission was set up to do this. Among its

members were Alexander Moroz, the future head of the Socialist

Party of Ukraine for many years to come, and Dmitry Pavlichko, who

claimed that he had fought in the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA is

recognized as an extremist organization and banned in Russia) and
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was tasked to join the Komsomol and the Communist Party as an

undercover agent for the WW2 Nazi collaborators in order to help

sabotage the regime from the inside.

Read more

'Russian-speakers will be second-class citizens unless they give

up their language': A view on Ukraine's future from Donbass

The final draft was a botched job anyway. Moroz later recounted how

he’d proposed to remove any words of recognition of Yeltsin’s role

from the text of the Declaration of Independence right in Kravchuk’s

office: “After our meeting with Kravchuk, I said: let’s remove any

wording about Yeltsin’s role in this process, because as time will

pass, it will become just awkward. This is a historical document.

Everyone agreed, we crossed it out and went to present it for the

vote.”

The support was almost unanimous. Even the Communists voted for

independence. “[The Communists] voted for Ukraine’s independence

because they understood that the imperial games of power in

Moscow could end badly for Ukraine, and because the precedent

was already set by Vilnius and Tbilisi ... It all boiled down to who

would take power, Gorbachev or Yeltsin,” Moroz, who would

become chairman of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, said later.

Confidence Vote

Nevertheless, most Ukrainians didn’t want to break up the country,

severing economic and political ties with Russia – the two republics

had close connections, including the familial ones. At the March

referendum that was held in the USSR the overwhelming majority of

Ukrainians voted for keeping the Soviet Union. That’s why Kravchuk

and his government needed to rally people’s support ahead of the

referendum on Ukrainian independence to undermine the legitimacy

of the USSR vote.

https://www.rt.com/russia/558059-second-class-citizens-language/
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There was another factor that contributed to the success of this

scenario – Yeltsin, concerned with staying in power, benefited from

Ukraine’s declared independence and the referendum. It made

signing the renewed Union Treaty impossible, which would

inevitably strip Gorbachev of his power and throw him out of the

equation in the eyes of the Communist party elites, as well as regular

Soviet people.  

The plan of the Ukrainian authorities was successful. Almost 85% of

registered Ukrainians voted in the referendum held on December 1,

1991. Only one question was asked – about the declaration of

independence. The overwhelming majority (90%) said ‘yes’ to

gaining independence. The numbers spoke for themselves. 83.9% of

Donetsk residents voted ‘yes,’ 83.9% in Lugansk, 86.3% in Kharkov,

and 85.4% in Odessa. Crimea had the lowest score in that respect,

only 54.2% of people supported the independence scenario. 

Participants in the 'First Crimea-wide gathering of Cossack people'

are on Lenin Square in Simferopol on the fourth anniversary of the

Crimean referendum on joining the Russian Federation. © Sputnik /

Maks Vetrov

To this day, Ukrainian politicians use those numbers as proof that

this was a time when the people came together in their nation-

building ambitions. In reality, the overwhelming support of

Ukraine’s independence even in the “pro-Russian” regions came as a

surprise to many at the time. There were several reasons for the

massive ‘yes’ vote, however.  

First off, people were promised that all ties with Russia would stay

intact and there would be no boundaries, cultural or otherwise,

between the two states. The authorities also ensured the citizens that

the Russian language would be protected. Kravchuk himself said this

on a number of occasions. Nobody expected that there would be

immediate borders dividing Russia and Ukraine. Subjectively,
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citizens of the two republics didn’t want a breakup, but they wanted

strong power, which the Kremlin couldn’t demonstrate, so

Ukrainians thought that there would be more order if the republic

gained sovereignty. Many hoped that nothing would really change in

the grand scheme of things, while Ukraine’s independence would

result in its prosperity. Propaganda promised economic growth

comparable to that of Germany and France. After all, before the fall

of the Soviet Union, Ukraine was the European leader in

steelmaking, coal and ironstone mining, as well as sugar production.

People were completely disoriented after the “parade of

sovereignties” and August Coup. Another important factor is that the

referendum was held at the same time as the presidential campaign,

which Kravchuk won. Many didn’t necessarily vote for independence,

they voted for the “boss,” which was the usual MO for the Soviet

people. These were the same people who said yes to keeping the

Soviet Union earlier, in 1991. And nine months later they chose

Kravchuk and Ukraine’s independence. 

The referendum on Ukraine’s independence killed the scenario of an

updated Soviet Union. The USSR soon disappeared from the map. In

his comments on the referendum results, Yeltsin clearly stated that

“without Ukraine, the union treaty would make no sense.” At that

point, 13 out of the 15 republics had already declared independence

and held similar referendums (Russia and Kazakhstan were the only

ones that hadn’t done it). The events in Ukraine weren’t shocking,

but they put an end to the dream of another union. Ukraine was the

second most important republic and without it Gorbachev or Yeltsin

had no union to rule over.

Cost of Independence

Nevertheless, even after the results of the December 5 referendum

were announced Yeltsin met privately with Gorbachev to discuss the

prospects of the Soviet Union. On the same day, during his

inauguration, Kravchuk promised that Ukraine wouldn’t join any
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political unions, but would build bilateral relations with the former

Soviet republics. He said that his country would be independent in

its foreign policy and institute its own army and currency. The New

Union Treaty was never signed, and on December 8, 1991, Belarus,

Russia and Ukraine put their signatures under the famous Belovezh

Accords, instituting the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).

This was the final nail in the Soviet Union’s coffin.

Later Leonid Kuchma, the second President of Ukraine, admitted

that the Ukrainians had been misled ahead of the referendum: “We

weren’t completely honest with the people when we said that

Ukraine had been feeding Russia. In our estimates, we just used

global prices on everything we manufactured, but we didn’t take

into account the cost of products supplied by Russia for free. In

1989, our Economy Institute published a report about the Russia-

Ukraine pay balance, and it ended up being negative for Ukraine.

Ukraine paid for oil and gas less than for tea or water. The country

was forced to sober up when Russia switched to the global prices in

trade. This resulted in hyperinflation, the scale of which couldn’t

compare to any other former Soviet republics.”

Read more

Zelensky, 2022, Stalin 1942: The US propaganda machine can

easily make heroes, but it can quickly change the script

Already in the beginning of the 1990s local authorities began to

realize that it wasn’t just the issue of economic growth that was

presented in a misleading way. During the independence campaign,

it was clearly stated that Ukraine would respect the rights of Russian

and Russian-speaking citizens, that everyone would be equal and

there would be no discrimination. In the end of 1991, Kravchuk

promised that forced “Ukrainianization” would not be allowed, and

his government would “take decisive action” against any ethnic

discrimination. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558778-us-campaign-stalin-regime/
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In 1990, after the Ukrainian legislators declared sovereignty, the

Crimean parliament scheduled a referendum on the peninsula’s legal

status and re-establishing the Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist

Republic. It took place on January 20, and 94% of Crimeans voted

for creating an autonomy within the USSR.  

However, Crimea didn’t turn into a conflict zone in 1991. The

Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic even

passed legislation granting the peninsula its autonomous status, but

within Ukraine. Russia didn’t do anything about it because it was

busy dealing with its own problems and the fight between Gorbachev

and Yeltsin. The government of Crimea was also satisfied, since it got

the right to its own constitution, president and guarantees for ethnic

Russians. 

However, Crimea was not the only region striving for autonomy –

other Ukrainian territories also wanted political independence. The

International Movement of Donbass lobbied for autonomous status

for the Donetsk region, and it even had a scenario in which the

Donetsk–Krivoy Rog Republic would be re-established. This was

formed in 1918 as part of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist

Republic and included the Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk and Donetsk

regions.

Ukrainian authorities were able to avert the crisis at the time by

passing a law that criminalized activities aimed at undermining

Ukraine’s territorial integrity – this could now cost a perpetrator up

to 10 years in prison. The government also promised that the Russian

language would be equal to Ukrainian in its state-language status,

but this never happened; the legislation never went through, even

though, according to Kravchuk, independent Ukraine “was going to

be a state for Ukrainians, Russians and other ethnic groups.”

In the following years, Kravchuk, Kuchma and their successors in

office greatly disappointed the Russian-speaking communities of

southeastern Ukraine – especially in Donbass and Crimea. After a
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prolonged political crisis, failed promises to Russian-speaking

Ukrainians and two major Western-backed street uprisings (the

2004 Orange Revolution and the 2014 Euromaidan), 22 years and

364 days after the first referendum, the Crimean Autonomous

Republic held its last referendum, during which it chose to be

reunited with Russia. The Donbass had fought for autonomy since

1991, and now it decided to follow its own way as well, different from

that of Ukraine.

By Alexander Nepogodin, аn Odessa-born political journalist,

expert on Russia and the former Soviet Union.
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